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One minute Joe, Sam, and Fred are shooting hoops in Brooklyn; the next they're on a court that is

definitely not in New York, and surrounded by a bunch of players wearing feathered headdresses

and not much else. And the other team is saying something about losers being the next blood

sacrifices. Uh-oh. Tossed back in time to Chich?n Itz?, Mexico, in the year A.D. 1000, the Time

Warp Trio is at it again. But can the guys score and find The Book before the Mayan High Priest and

his team force them into "sudden death" overtime?
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Grade 3-5-The Time Warp Trio takes yet another unscheduled trip to the past. One moment Fred,

Sam, and Joe are teasing one another on the basketball court in Brooklyn, and the next, they're

playing for their lives on a Mayan ball court. The three boys must rely on their wits, one another, and

the kindness of strangers to get out of a dreadful jam. Newly independent readers will find plenty of

momentum in the dialogue and action. Scieszka introduces just enough about the Mayan people to

set up plenty of puns and even a little bathroom humor. McCauley's cartoons underscore the crazy

sense of high adventure. This time-tested formula succeeds again.Pat Leach, Lincoln City Libraries,
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--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Gr. 2-6. Scieszka's ever-popular Time Warp Trio is off again, this time to Chichen Itza, Mexico, circa

1000 C. E. Joe, Sam, and Fred land in the middle of an ancient ball game, similar to basketball.

Unfortunately, an evil high priest, Kakapupahed, is determined to sacrifice the kids to appease the

harvest gods. Joe, Sam, and Fred have other ideas, of course, and with the help of the high priest's

nephew, Jun, the three manage to embarrass and depose Kakapupahed, save their own lives, and

return safely to Brooklyn. As in the earlier titles, this story is full of improbable situations,

anachronisms, bad puns, and silly high jinks--in short, all the qualities that have endeared the author

to young readers for so many years. At the same time, Scieszka manages to work in a fair amount

of information about Mayan culture, especially the calendar and number system, without ruining the

story. McCauley's black-and-white art is appropriately goofy. For series fans as well as newly

independent and reluctant readers. Kay WeismanCopyright Ã‚Â© American Library Association. All

rights reserved --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

This is a series of stories that the grandkids is following. I am sure that they have read every one of

the books..

Have you ever had a book that can bring you back in the past to 1000A.D? Well Fred, Sam, and

Joe had one because they are the Time Warp Trio. They got there hands on this book by their uncle

and ever since their life was miserable. This book is called Me Oh Maya, by Jon Scezka. It all takes

place in the court yard.One day Fred, Sam, and Joe were playing Horse on the Basketball court.

When Sam was writing the score in Mayan numbers all of a sudden green mist started to gather up

like fog. Before they knew it they were warping back to the year 1000A.D. When they arrived they

were in a town called Chichen Itza. In Chichen Itza they had to find the book that brought them

there. When they were looking they encountered a Mayan basketball court. Fred started showing

the town's people how good he was in basketball. When Fred made a shot with a technique they

never saw before they all went wild and they worshiped them. The king found out that they were

getting worshiped so he brought them to the palace. The king tied them up to a tree to feed them to

the jaguar because he thought that they were getting powerful. When they were tied up to the tree

they saw black eyes. All of a sudden a boy jumped out of the bushes and untied him. The boy's

name was Jun. He was one of the cheering fans when Fred made the shot. He untied them and he



brought them to his house. When they got there they made a plan to get rid of the king because he

was a horrible king. Jun's mom made a plan to play a basketball game with him because the mom

knew that he was terrible at it. The next day it was time to play basketball. Read this book to find out

what happened next.I recommend this book to all the book lovers in the world. I can relate to this

because I have two siblings and including me that makes three. We had wild adventures and we

don't have to go back in to time to have those adventures. When you read this book I think that you

are going to be thrilled. The fun doesn't stop when you're done reading one of their books; there is a

series of these books are called the Time Warp Trio. They are easy to read so anyone can read

them. When I read this book I had fun. It is funny how they get threw things like playing basketball

games to rule a whole city. If I enjoyed it, I think you will enjoy it too.

I'm a big fan of the Time Warp Trio series. The jokes and puns are inventive. The three boys

interact well together. The informative bits, (Maya calendar, number system), are interesting without

breaking the flow of the adventure.But. The first few volumes have more of a sense of fun and

adventure. These later books have a little bit of a weary, here-we-go-again, flavor, and reading them

seems more like a task than an entertainment. Maybe that's inevitable when you have an invariable

formula for each book. And it's probably OK for big fans of the series. But, this might not be where

to start a new reader of the series.And remember, these books are all so much better than the

fart/poop/booger books that are usually flogged off on "boys and reluctant readers", whatever that

dismissive description is supposed to mean.

The time hopping friends are back again, this time they are 1000 years in the past in Ancient

Mexico. My kids love the Time Warp Trio. Knights of the Kitchen Table was the first chapter book

my 8 year read, and he was hooked. This book is great for the reluctant readers (generally boys).

Sam and company find adventure, play some sports, and have some fun with puns (as usual). I

gave this book only 4 stars because some of the names in the story may be hard to pronounce for

young readers.

This book was entertaining. My six-year-old listened to it avidly and thought it was funny. We read it

as part of our homeschool unit on the Maya people. It did present some history, but I felt that the

irreverant and flippant tone of most of the book was disrespectful and unnecessary (e.g. the

character named "Kakapupuhed"). The author seems to have the perspective that history is boring

and needs to be made more interesting so that children will find it appealing. It was fun and it was



funny, but I didn't think it was worthwhile for building his character or his understanding of history or

other cultures.

Time Warp Trio Me oh Maya I read the Time Warp Trio: Me oh Maya. It was a good book. My

favorite part was when they played basketball. My least favorite part was when they went back in

time because it wasn't really that exciting. This is a great book for people who like short books. I

think that the book was okay, but it could be better.

This book is about 3 kids that go to back on the past in Mexico.THEY challeng some king for a

basketball game wiht no hands.And you have to fin out why they challeng this king.IF YOU LIKE

FUNNY BOOKS THIS IS THE ONE FOR YOU!!!

In the story of Me Oh Maya,Three boys are playing basketball, when a book time travels to Mexico,

1,000 years ago.This book is funny and humorous book, and It shows numbers of the Mayan tribe.I

hope you like the book too.
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